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Abstract. We prove that adaptive quadrature formulas for the class of mono-

tone functions are much better than nonadaptive ones if the average error is

considered. Up to now it was only known that adaptive methods are not better

in the worst case (for this and many other classes of functions) or in various

average case settings.

We also prove that adaptive Monte Carlo methods are much better than

nonadaptive ones. This also contrasts with analogous results for other classes

(Sobolev classes, Holder classes) where adaptive methods are only slightly better

than nonadaptive ones.

1. Introduction and historical remarks

Our problem is to find a formula based solely on function evaluation at n

points of [0,1], which approximates S(f) = /0 f(x)dx with small error over

the class

F = {f: [0,1] ^[0, 1]|/ monotone, /(0) = 0, f(l) = 1}.

This problem was studied in Kiefer [7], which is one of the first papers written

in the spirit of "optimal recovery" or "information-based complexity". Kiefer

considered all (nonrandomized) sequential (or adaptive) methods. He proved

that the best method (with respect to the maximal error over the class F ) is

given by the trapezoidal rule

"> 4r(/) = 2ÍT2 + ̂ T¿/(^T)-
1=1

Hence we have an affine, nonlinear, and nonsequential algorithm that is optimal

in the worst case. The maximal error of this S„ is 1/(2« + 2).
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We indicate some questions and comments, (a) Kiefer emphasizes in his

paper that his method of proof is quite different from the method that is most

commonly used in the literature of games and statistics. As a consequence,

Kiefer's result is valid only for nonrandomized methods. I do not know of any

paper studying randomized (or Monte Carlo) methods for this class F .
(b) A similar result is also contained in Zwick [18], see Theorem 3 of this

paper. Zwick (who only studied nonadaptive methods) notes that the error of

the midpoint rule is 1/(2«). It is known (see Zubrzycki [17, Theorem 1]) that

the latter formula is optimal within the class of linear methods.

(c) Kiefer and Zubrzycki state their results on approximate integration of

functions in the form of statements about estimation games between nature

and the statistician. See Packel [ 10] for a similar diction.

(d) The optimal method is an affine method. By a general theorem of

Sukharev [12], affine methods are optimal within the class of all nonadaptive

methods for every convex set F .

(e) Observe that our problem is not a linear problem (in the usual sense of

information-based complexity, see e.g. Traub et al. [15]), because the set F is

not symmetric. For linear problems S : F —► R it is known, see Bakhvalov [2],

that arbitrary adaptive methods are not better than linear nonadaptive methods.

(f) It is known that randomized methods are much better than nonrandom-

ized (or pure) methods for many classes of functions, see Novak [9]. In all

known cases, however, adaptive Monte Carlo methods are only slightly bet-

ter than nonadaptive ones. In this paper we will prove that adaptive Monte

Carlo methods for the class F are much better than nonadaptive methods

while nonadaptive Monte Carlo methods are only slightly better than (adaptive

or nonadaptive) deterministic methods.

(g) Suldin [14] was the first who studied average errors of quadrature for-

mulas. He considered the classical Wiener measure and found the best method

within the class of linear nonadaptive methods. Lee and Wasilkowski [8] stud-

ied the approximation of a linear functional on a Banach space with a Gaussian

measure. It is known that adaptive methods are not better than nonadaptive

ones for Gaussian and some other measures, see Traub et al. [15] for a survey.

In §3 we consider average errors with respect to the natural Ulam (or Dubins-

Freedman) measure P studied by Graf et al. [4]. The average error Ap(Sn) of

optimal nonadaptive methods is of the order

Ap(Sn)^n-Xo^lXoi4.

This result is due to Graf, Novak [5]. We will prove that adaptive methods are

much better if we consider the average error with respect to P.

(h) Sukharev introduced the concept of sequentially optimal algorithms as

algorithms making in each step the best use (with respect to the worst-case in-

formation in the following steps) of the information given by f(xx ),..., f(x¡).

A survey of this concept can be found in Sukharev [13]. This paper also contains

a discussion of the numerical integration of monotone functions as an example.

Numerical comparisons on stochastically generated monotone functions show

that sequentially optimal algorithms are much better than S¡1, see Glinkin and

Sukharev [3].
(i) Wasilkowski and Gao [ 16] study the integration problem in a probabilis-

tic setting for functions with a singular point. They show that an integration
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algorithm that adaptively locates the singular point is (probabilistically) superior

to nonadaptive algorithms.

2. Monte Carlo methods

2.1. Nonadaptive methods. Assume that we want to approximate the functional

S : F-»R, given by S(f) = J f(x)dx, by means of a mapping Sn(f) =
4>(f(xx), ... , f(xn)) with some fixed knots xx < x2 < ■ ■ ■ < x„ and an arbitrary

(f> : R" —> R. For convenience we also put xo = 0 and x„+x = 1. It is easy to

prove that the maximal error

AmUSn) = max\S(f)-Sn(f)\
f€F

of the optimal S„ using these knots xx, ... , xn is given by

Amax(£«) =       max      \Xi-X¡-i\.
i=\ ,...,71+1

We see that equidistributed points yield the optimal information with the opti-

mal ST , given by (1).

Now we consider (nonadaptive) Monte Carlo methods S% , given by S%(f) =

(}>m(f(xf), ... , f(x„)), where 4> = <f>œ and the x¡ = xf are random variables.

We always assume that the functions co >-> S%(f) are integrable. The error of

such a randomized method is defined by

Araax(5-) = maxE(\S(f) - Sf(f)\),
/€F

where E means expectation of a random variable.

It is well known that for many classes of functions such nonadaptive Monte

Carlo methods are much better than deterministic methods, i.e., the numbers

infja, Amax(»S'^) are much smaller than the respective numbers inf¿> Amax^),

see [9]. We stress that this result for Holder spaces is due to Bakhvalov [1].

First we show that nonadaptive Monte Carlo methods for the class F are

only slightly better than deterministic methods. We conclude that nonadaptive

randomized methods are not interesting for this special class F.

Theorem 1. For each nonadaptive Monte Carlo method using n function values

the error bound

holds.

Proof. We divide the interval [0,1 ] in 2« subintervals of equal length and see

that there is an interval / c [0,1] of length / = 1/(2«) such that there is no

knot xf in / with probability at least 1/2. Consider the functions f , f2 e F

that are both 0 to the left of / and 1 to its right, and f = 1 and ^ — 0 on
/. We have S(f) - 5(/2) = 1/(2«) and S^(f) = S^(f2) with probability at
least 1/2. The error of S™ can be estimated by

AmaxW) > max E(\S(f) - Sf(f)\) > I . \S(f) - S(f2)\ > ¿.

2.2. Adaptive methods. Now we study adaptive or sequential methods, i.e., the

knot x, may depend on f(xi), ... , f(x¡-X). The (nonadaptive) method ST,
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given by (1), is optimal even in the class of adaptive deterministic methods.

This is due to Kiefer [7]. We shall see that adaptive randomized methods Sf

are much better. To prove a lower bound in the spirit of Bakhvalov (see [1] or

[9, 2.2.4]) we need the following lemma, which should be known although I do

not know a reference.

Lemma. For each natural number « we have

¿("W-«|>2"-'.v/2^.
fc=0

Proof. This inequality is true for « = 1  and « = 2.   Now we assume that

« > 2. We define

;« = ¿("V-«| = 2. £  (n\n-2k),
k=0 V   ' k<n/2 V   '

an = Y,k<n/2 (k) ' and °n = Y,k<n/2 \J=\) • By a simple calculation we obtain

k<n/2 v   / k<n/2 v J

and hence we have jn = 2na„ - 4nbn. Let « be even.  Then we have a„ —
'    n—\    \
,(n-\)/2,2"-1 - („/2)/2 and bn = 2"~2 - ((nnSx\,2) and obtain

n{(n%2)-Ínn/2)=^-lÍ(nn-22y2,

Similarly we get

J*=H(n-m)
if « is an odd number. Now we use the inequality

>>.4"
(?) 2y/k'

true for all k e N with k > 1, see Sierpiñski [11, p. 132], and get

;„>4(«-i)      2"~2       =V^).2-i>^.2-'
2v/(« - 2)/2        V« - 2

for even « > 4 and

2«-i
7„ > 2«—." > \[2n • 2""1

2y/(n-l)/2

for odd « > 3 .

Theorem 2. For eac« adaptive Monte Carlo method using « function values the

error bound

A     f/Çwï > — . n~3l2

«o/ífc.

Proof. For given « e N we divide the interval [0,1 ] in 2« small intervals of

length 1/(2«). We consider the set Fq of all step functions that are constant
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on each small interval with f(x) = x for one of the endpoints of each interval.

The set F0 consists of 22n functions and F0 C F .

Now let p be the equidistribution on the set F0, and let Sn be any (adaptive

or nonadaptive) deterministic method using n function values. Collecting those

/ e F0 with the same information we obtain the following estimate for the mean

value of the error of Sn with respect to p .

Eß(\S - Sn\) = 2"2" J2 Mf) - S"(f)\ £ 2"" ¿ f")|i - n/2\ • \.
feFo ¿=0 W

The number e = (l/2n)2 is given by the difference \S(fx) - S(f2)\ for two

functions fx, f2 e Fo that are different only in one of the small intervals.

Using our Lemma we get

Eß(\S-S„\) >^n~3¡2.

Now the statement of Theorem 2 follows by the theorem of Fubini, i.e.,

AmaxW) > JpE(\S(f)-Sf(f)\)dp(f)

= E (jF \S(f) - Sf(f)\dp(ffj > ^ - n-3'2.

Remark. The known Monte Carlo integration methods, as constructed by

Bakhvalov [1], Haber [6], Novak [9], and many others, are nonadaptive. For

many classes F of functions this does not mean a serious restriction because it

can be shown that adaptive Monte Carlo methods are only slightly better than

nonadaptive ones. This result is due to Bakhvalov [1] for Holder classes and

can in the same way be proved for Sobolev classes, see [9].

The situation is different for our present class F of monotone functions. We

want to show that adaptive methods are much better than nonadaptive ones.

More exactly, we will prove that the lower bound of Theorem 2 is optimal

with respect to the order n~3¡2 of convergence. To prove this result we have

to construct a new type of stochastic quadrature formulas. We try to give a

construction that is as simple as possible.

Step 1. Let m € N. We calculate the function values f(a¡), i = I, ... , m,

for the fixed knots a, = i/(m + 1). The choice of these knots is nonadaptive

and deterministic. We also put ao = 0 and am+x = 1 .

Step 2. For each sub-interval [a¡, ai+x] we compute the respective area

Ft = (ai+x - a¡) • (f(ai+x) - f(a¡)).

In the case F¡ < l/(m+ I)2 the respective interval will not be divided further.

In the case l/(m + I)2 < F¡ < 2/(m+ I)2 the interval [a¡, a¿+x] will be divided

in two intervals of the same length, and so on: In the case k/(m + I)2 < F, <

(k + l)/(m + I)2 the interval [a¡, ai+x] will be divided in (k + 1) intervals

of the same length. In this way we divide some of the [a¡, ai+x] and obtain

altogether r(f) intervals. Observe that r(f) < 2m + 1 for every f e F . The

area (as defined above) of each of the new intervals Ik is at most l/(m + I)2 .

The construction of the Ik clearly is an adaptive (but non-stochastic) step in

our construction.
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Step 3. Now we take bk e Ik , independent and equidistributed. We estimate

the integral of / by the formula

r(f)

Sf(f) = J2f(bkM)-X(Ik)
i=\

and observe that the number of used function values is r(f) + m < 3m + 1.

Hence we can define « = 3m +1. Now it is easy to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 3. The method Sfm+X defined above satisfies

Amàx(Sfm+x)<\V2.(m+l)-3/2

and is optimal with respect to the order of convergence.

Proof. The random variables f(bk(co)) are independent, and it is easy to prove

that their variance a2(f(bk(œ))) is bounded by (X(f(Ik)))2/4. Therefore we
obtain the inequality

2m+l

<x2(W))< £A(4)2.A(/(4))2/4
1=1

< \(2m + \)l(m + I)4 <(m + l)-3/2.

We conclude that

Amax(W)) < supa2(Sf(f))x/2 <±V2.(m + l)~3'2.
feF

Remark. The upper bound of Theorem 3 can be written Amax.(S%) < jV2((n +

2)/3)~3l2 < jy/54n~3/2. Hence this bound differs by a factor of about 83 from
the lower bound of Theorem 2.

Though it is easy to improve the upper bound slightly, it seems to be difficult

to obtain the best constant in the inequality Amax(6^) < c • n~3l2. I conjecture

that the following method is not far from optimal for arbitrary « £ N.

Assume that the knots xx, ... , xk are already chosen, k — 0,... ,n — 1.

By renumbering the x, we obtain 0 = bo < bx < ■■ ■ < bk < bk+x = 1 with
x, = bj for some j .

Now we compute k* such that the number (bk+x - bk) • (f(bk+x) - f(bk))
is maximal. We take xk+x(co) randomly from [bk*, bk.+x], i.e., the random

variable xk+x is equidistributed in this interval. Having defined in this way the

knots xi, ... , x„ , we approximate the integral / f(x)dx by the integral of the

piecewise linear function g with g(x¡) = f(x¡), g(0) = 0, g(l) = 1. It is not

easy, however, to obtain nice error estimates for this Monte Carlo method.

One also would expect that the upper bound in Theorem 3 could be improved

by using all r(f) + m values of the integrand in approximating the integral and

furthermore, by using the trapezoidal rule instead of the coarser rectangular rule.

Again it is difficult, however, to obtain good error estimates for this method.

3. Average case results

3.1. Nonadaptive methods. The purpose of this section is to discuss the average

error of (deterministic) quadrature formulas S„ . If one wants to consider av-

erage errors then one of the problems is to define a suitable probability measure
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on the fonction set in question. We use the "natural" measure P of Ulam and

Dubins-Freedman on F, which was studied by Graf et al. [4].

Let F be equipped with the topology of uniform convergence. A typical P-

random function / e F can be generated by the following construction. First

choose the value /(1/2) according to the uniform distribution on [0,1]. Then

choose /(1/4) according to the uniform distribution on [0, /(1/2)] and inde-

pendently f(3/4) according to the uniform distribution on [/(1/2),1]. Con-

tinue this process. With probability one, the function constructed in that way

on the dyadic rationals extends to a (unique and continuous) element / e F.

The average error Ap(Sn) of a method S„ is defined by

AP(Sn)=(lF(S(f)-Sn(f))2dP(f)

Nonadaptive methods were studied in [5]. We summarize some of the results

of that paper. It can be shown that Ap(S2Tm_l)2 - 40_1/2 • 6~m/2. It can also

be proved that this gives the best possible rate of convergence for nonadaptive

methods. As a consequence we obtain the following result.

Theorem 4. For nonadaptive (deterministic) methods using « function values

the error bound

infAp(Sn)^n-Xoi6'Xo&4

Sn

holds.

3.2. Adaptive methods. We want to show that adaptive methods are much better

(on the average) than nonadaptive ones. This result contrasts with known results

for Gaussian (and some other) measures where adaption does not help. Though

we do not obtain the optimal order of convergence for adaptive methods, we

explicitly construct a method S% that should not be far from being optimal and

prove the error bound AP(S%) < c • n~3/2. Because log6/log4 « 1.2925 , this
adaptive method is much better than nonadaptive methods.

Assume that the knots Xi, ... , x„ are already chosen, fc = 0,...,«-l.By

renumbering the x, we obtain 0 = bo < bx < ■ ■ ■ < bk < bk+x — 1 with x, = b¡

for some j. Now we compute k* such that the number (bk+x-bk)-(f(bk+x)-

f(bk)) is maximal. We take xk+i = (bk.+i-bkif)/2. Having defined in this way
the knots Xi, ... , x„ , we approximate the integral / f(x)dx by the integral of

the piecewise linear function g with g(Xi)=f(x¡), g(0) = 0, g(l) — 1. We

denote the method just defined by S% . The next theorem shows that it converges

at least as n~3l2. It would be interesting to have a better estimate for this special

method and lower bounds for the average error of arbitrary adaptive methods.

Some rather rough computer experiments show that Ap(S%) < c • «_1 63 and the

exponent seems to be optimal.

Theorem 5.  AP(S%) < 5 • «~3/2 .

Proof. For each special / e F the method S% uses some knots 0 = bo <

bi < ••• < b„ < bn+i — 1 with the respective function values y¡ = f(b¡). First

we want to give a formula for the conditional average error of S% under the

condition g(b,) = y¡.

■/•*
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We know from [5] that

2

(J f(x)dx\ = X-   and   e( (J(f(x)dx - 1/2^

where E means expectation with respect to P. The measure P is scaling

invariant between z'2_m and (i + l)2~w for 0 < i <2m and meN (see [4,

Theorem 4.6]). Observe that our construction of the knots bj implies that each

interval [bj, bj+i] is of the form [z'2_m, (z'-i-l)2_m]. Therefore given g(b¡) = y¡,

i = I, ... , n , the conditional mean value of

U'+' g(x)dx - (bi+i - bi)(g(bi+i + g(bi))ll\

is given by of = (bi+x - bj)2(f(bi+i) - /(o,))2/40 and the random variables

g(x)dx - (bl+x - bi)(g(bi+i) + g(bi))/2
rbi+i

Jb,lb,

are conditionally independent. Hence we obtain the formula

a2(f) := E ((J g(x)dx - San(g¡)   \g(bi)=yi,  z = l,...,«J

(2) =J2(bi+i-bl)2(yi+i-yl)2/40.
(=0

The expectation of this value gives an exact formula for the value of AP(S")2 .

The exact calculation of this integral seems to be difficult, however, and we only

give a rough estimate showing that

a2(f) < 25«"3

for each / e F and therefore AP(S%)2 < 25«"3.

For that we first define a different method S*, which is slightly worse than

S% but easier to analyze. Let ieN and m + 1 = 2k . We give a construction,

which is similar as that for the proof of Theorem 3.

Step 1. Compute f(a¡) for i — I, ... , m, where a¿ = i /(m + 1). Again

we put ao = 0 and am+i = 1.

Step 2. For each subinterval [a¡, a¡+¡] we consider the respective area

Fi = (al+i - at) • (f(ai+i) - f(a¡)).

In the case F¡ < l/(m+ I)2 the respective interval will not be divided further.

In the case l/(«z + l)2 < F¡ < 2/(m + I)2 the interval [a,, ai+x] will be divided

in two intervals of the same length, and so on: In the case 2l¡(m + l)2 < F¡ <

2l+x/(m + I)2 the interval [a¡, a¡+x] will be divided in 2/+1 intervals of the

same length. In this way we divide some of the [a,, a¡+x] and obtain altogether

at most (3m + 1) intervals. The area (as defined above) of each of the new

intervals I* is at most l/(«z + l)2 . The construction of the /* clearly is an

adaptive step in our construction.
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We define n = 3m and consider the respective intervals If, ... , 1% for the

method S% , i.e., /£ =[bk_x, bk]. It follows from the construction of the bk

that we also have

(Ah) - f(h_x)) • (bk -bk_x)>     l
(m+ If

for all k. Therefore the following estimate for S* is also valid for S% .

Step 3. Now we take each end of an interval I* as a knot of the method

S*. Observe that we have (at most) n = 3m knots xx, ... , xn together with

Xo = 0 and x„+i = 1 .  We estimate the integral of / by the integral of the

piecewise linear function g with g(x¡) = f(x¡),  i = 1,...,«+ 1 .

Because of the special scaling invariance of the measure P, we obtain

cr2(/) < (3m + \)(m + l)~4/40,

an estimate that is analog to (2). Hence we have proved the error bound

,v2^  81(«+1)*p(s;y <
40(« + 3)4

for « = 3m = 3 • 2k — 3, and v/e conclude that this bound also holds for S% .

Therefore the estimate AP(S%) < 5 • «~3/2 holds for any « e N.

Remark. Assume now that P is an arbitrary (Borel) probability measure on

F . Using the proof of Theorem 3, we easily get the bound

inf Ap(Sim+x)<^-(m+l)-3'2,

where the infimum is taken over all adaptive methods using « = 3m + 1 knots.

This bound, however, is an abstract bound, and it may be difficult to construct

a suitable method Sn , as we have done for P.
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